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Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to
read brief content. Please try your search again later.Plus the lowprofile lock fits great with slim
notebook designs. Works with 99% of all notebooks via the Kensington Security Slot. Online
registration makes it easy to retrieve lost combinationsThe Kensington ComboSaver Combination
Portable Notebook Lock is security that travels easily with a cable that instantly coils. Plus the
lowprofile lock fits great with slim notebook designs. Works with 99% of all notebooks. The leader in
notebook security Over 600,000 notebook computers are stolen each year. Is your investment safe.
Protect it with Kensington, the leader in notebook security. As the inventor of the Kensington Slot,
found on 99% of notebooks, and the patented TBar locking mechanism, Kensington provides the
most secure lock solutions in the industry. Add Kensington’s carbontempered steel cables, rigorous
testing, unparalleled support, and the widest range of solutions, and you have the ultimate in
notebook security. And it’s all backed by our limited lifetime warranty. The adjustable side clamps
securely hold your device even with a case, and the Mount also easily rotates from vertical to
horizontal modes. Any returned computer that is damaged through customer misuse, is missing
parts, or is in unsellable condition due to customer tampering will result in the customer being
charged a higher restocking fee based on the condition of the product.
Amazon.http://www.kontrrels.ru/imgeditor/car_owner_manuals_online.xml

combosaver combination notebook lock manual, combosaver combination notebook
lock manual pdf, combosaver combination notebook lock manual download,
combosaver combination notebook lock manual free, combosaver combination
notebook lock manual instructions.

com will not accept returns of any desktop or notebook computer more than 30 days after you
receive the shipment. New, used, and refurbished products purchased from Marketplace vendors
are subject to the returns policy of the individual vendor. To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Stoney Top Contributor Camping 5.0 out of 5 stars
Operation is ridiculously easy, once you know how. In my experience, the lock has worked flawlessly.
Fortunately it is possible, to operate the lock with two normalsize hands. Moreover the instructions
dont tell you how to unlock the lock. Im sure that most purchasers, if supplied with good
instructions, would be very happy with their purchase of the Kensington Combosaver Portable
Computer Lock. SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS Okay, my instructions below are very wordy, for the sake
of clarity. I think Ive figured out what most of the reviewers were doing wrong when they reported
that they couldnt make the lock work. My wordiness is intended to prevent those errors and
misunderstandings. Rotating the cable collar does not rotate the tbar. You have to insert the tbar
into the lock slot and then rotate the LOCK BODY body 90 degrees. That MAY or may not require
you to turn the computer backwards, on its side, or upside down. If so, thats an inconvenience, not a
problem. The lock will open to ONLY ONE combination. Then, while pushing the button all the way
in, scramble the numbers. THATS IT! REALLY! ITS THAT SIMPLE! If youve done it right, the button
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will pop out. When you lock the lock to the computer, these pins grip the computer. Scrambling the
dial prevents the pins from retracting, which means that the lock is
locked.http://020tzs.com/baige/images/userfiles/car-owners-manual-pdf.xml

One way is to grip the end of the lock with two fingers of your left hand and pull OUTward while you
push the button INward with your thumb. Wedge your right hand against the computer to hold it in
place, and scramble the dial with your thumb and finger. If you didnt catch that, chill, and just do it
your way. These cabletype locks regardless of price are deterrents to CASUAL theft, nothing more.
That being the case, there is no point thinking up a difficult combination that you might forget.
CHECK THE NEW COMBINATION before trying to lock the lock to the computer. WRITE the new
combination down. Check that it is the combination that you intended to set. Try rotating back and
forth by about 10 degrees while pushing the button. If just one digit dial is slightly misaligned, then
the lock will not operate. If just one digit dial is slightly misaligned, then the lock will not operate.
WHAT IF YOU REALLY SCREWED UP BIG TIME What if you set a combination you did not intend to
set, and you dont know what it was. Or otherwise you forgot what the combination is. You can fairly
quickly 15 minutes to an hour systematically go through all possible combinations, starting with
0000, then 0001, then 0002 etc. etc. The button will pop out and the lock will be unlocked when you
get to the combination. I hope it isnt 9999. SMOOTHER OPERATION If youd like a smoother more
solid feel to the tumblers and other moving parts, then work a little silicon grease between the
moving parts. Work the parts to spread around the grease. Wipe off excess. If you dont happen to
have a tube of silicon grease on hand, then buy one. Although it works very well for lubricating
mechanical devices, it is even more useful in improving electronic connections. THE ONEPAGE
MANUAL I suggest downloading a 2page all English version of the manual, which is a little clearer.
Amazon automatically detects and erases web addresses, so I cant give that to you.

Print the second page you dont need the first page, trim and fold it, and keep it with the lock, just in
case. CHOOSING LOCKSkey or combination. A key is slightly quicker to use, but keys can get lost.
Moreover, I suspect that most keyed computer locks can be opened by a generic key. Id rather trust
a combination. CaveatGuys with thick fingers may find it impossible to turn the dials oneatatime. So,
guys with thick fingers or anyone without full use of both hands should buy a keyed cable lock.
NOTES TO KENSINGTON If you want better reviews, then supply customers with better
instructions. If buyers could practice locking and unlocking the lock to a piece of plastic instead of
their precious computers that would relieve much of the anxiety. A spring built into the rubber boot
so that when the tbar is inserted and the lock rotated, that the lock would be held in place, would
make the process of locking the lock much easier. Increasing the diameter of the dials by 50% would
probably make it more difficult for the numbers to be subtly misaligned and would make the lock
easier to use for buyers with normal or large size hands. How about a hybrid lock design, a key plus
2digit dial. Buyers with normalsize finger would be able to use the dial, and the dial would eliminate
concerns regarding generic keys.It offers a moderate level of security in a small package it will keep
someone from walking off with your laptop, and its easy to carry with you. It feels solid and
wellmade, but it is a compact item thats lightweight and compact, and as such, it could be defeated
with fairly basic tools. Other reviews have addressed the lack of clarity in the instruction manual,
and someone even posted very clear instructions for how to set your own combination. I wanted to
see how bad the instructions really were, so I intentionally didnt look at the clear instructions in the
other review, and just followed the instructions in the manual.

https://www.becompta.be/emploi/bosch-maxx-washing-machine-user-manual

But if youre careful and follow step by step, its really not difficult. My only minor gripe is that the
coiled cord is a little difficult to work with. It is coiled fairly tightly, so it can actually pull on your
laptop if its stretched out, and it can get tangled on itself. If youre looking for some basic and
easytocarry laptop security, I highly recommend this lock.A previous reviewer posted an excellent
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set of step by step instructions. I am reposting them here for your convenience As previous reviews
have noted, the instructions on this thing look like they were written by a 2 year old. Here is how to
set this lock 1. Set the lock to all 0s 2. Insert the metal key into the bottom of the lock, with the 2
yellow dots. 3. Twist the metal key until the 2 yellow dots line up, creating a yellow line. 4. Scramble
to your new code 5. CAUTION MAKE SURE YOU DO NOT MOVE THE COMBO AT ALL DURING
THIS STEP. It is very easy to accidentally move the combo a number or 2 during this step, and it will
ruin your lock for good if you do not remember the missedentered combo. Now, twist the metal key
back to its original position, breaking the yellow line back into 2 yellow dots. You are now done. To
LOCK the product into a device 1. Tie the lock around something, anything, using the loop. 2. Set
the lock to the correct code. 3. Insert the lock into the device, and then turn 90 degrees. If dont
properly, the lock will not come out of the device, BUT YOU ARE NOT DONE. 4. While pushing the
button on the end of the lock, scramble the lock to an incorrect code. This should lock the lock in
place, and prevent it from spinning in the device. Double check with a few tugs that the device is
secure. To UNLOCK 1. Reenter correct code 2. Push button 3. Turn 90 degrees 4. Remove from
device.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. If you want NextDay, we can save the
other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by.
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You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay
eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There
was a problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.Get more
info Trust Kensington, the leader in physical notebook security. 6 ft, 3.5mm steel cable anchors your
notebook to a desk or immovable object Slimprofile lock attaches to 99% of notebooks with superior
locking strength Simple to set combination with easy view window, and comfort grip dials 10,000
personalized combination codes Online registration for your combinations so youll never lose it
SAFEtested for greater security and peace of mind Perfect for use at school, the office, or any
workstation About This Item We aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers,See
our disclaimer Protect your notebook and the sensitive data on it with Kensington security products.
We offer proven, high security solutions for your notebook, desktop, and computer peripherals in
three levels of safe protection. The locking mechanism is more clever than the previous version. The
wiggly cable is OK if you use it to attach within 3 feet; if your fixed point is further away, the cable
puts out quite some force in pulling back. See more Reviewed by ObiVan ObiVan Written by a
dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 5 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8
reviews ComboSaver Combination Portable Laptop LockSilver August 18, 2011 Its a great product.
It makes me feel secure that no one will just pick up my laptop and take it. Great product and will
recommend to family and friends. See more Reviewed by ChristianChick ChristianChick Written by a
dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8
reviews Great value August 26, 2010 Item was reviewed high from other sites. I am happy!
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See more Reviewed by CWink CWink Written by a dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 1 Report
Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8 reviews Cable is nice, setting lock not so
much December 10, 2009 I liked the idea of the cable being curled like a bike cable, it meant less
room in my bag. The lock on the other hand, difficult to set, if you mess it up, which is too easy do to,
youre stuck with a nice cable but no lock See more Reviewed by chuckewe chuckewe Written by a
dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 3 No 0 Report Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8
reviews Cant Get the Lock to Open August 27, 2010 I purchased the lock for my daughter for
college. She tried to set the combination and could not get the lock to open. The instruction manual
was difficult to understand and I dont know if we may have set a combination that we were unaware
of. Needless to say we have a lock we cant use. See more Reviewed by cafc328 cafc328 Written by a
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dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 1 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8
reviews June 9, 2010 Reviewed by leia84 leia84 Written by a dell.com customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 0
Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 8 ratings, based on 8 reviews September 13, 2010
Reviewed by mercfan74 mercfan74 Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars 8
ratings, based on 8 reviews October 2, 2011 Reviewed by lacew lacew Helpful. Ask a question Ask a
question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer
service issues, please contact customer service directly. The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan
adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans cover the total cost of
repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering delivery charges for the exchange. You can
view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub.

Product warranty Limited lifetime warranty See details Warranty Information Lifetime Already
purchased your product. A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click
here to add a Plan.All Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please
include your reference number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly
at Here at Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never
be sold or distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please
contact Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for
millions of customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for
millions of customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. A
cable is connected to the locking mechanism, which allows you to secure your item to a solid object.
In order to properly use your Kensington cable lock, you need to reset the factory preset
combination and learn the proper technique for securing your electronic items. Twist the reset tool
clockwise until the separate black marks on the edge of the lock come together to form a straight
line. The locking mechanism is now ready to learn the new code. Turn each of the number dials to
one number in the new combination. Make sure the combination is a number you can easily
remember. The Kensington cable lock now opens with the new combination. This is known as a
Kensington security slot, or KSlot. Kensington cable locks are compatible with KSlots. If you can
easily remove the cable from the object you are wrapping it around, the lock is not effective. Slide
the locking mechanism through the hole in the cable and insert the TBar of the lock into the KSlot.
The TBar is located on the same side of the lock as the cable. With the button pressed in, turn all of
the dials on the lock so your combination is not showing.

Pull on the lock to ensure it is properly inserted into the KSlot and secure. Turn the lock back 90
degrees and remove it from the KSlot. The lock has a 4wheel number code that can be set to any of
10,000 possible combinations and is easily resettable.Make time with friends more memorable. Easy
to carry and st. Powered by Shopify. Something went wrong. Kensington K64670EU Combination
Laptop Lock 5 out of 5 stars 1 1 product ratings NEW. Kensington K64697EU ClickSafe.User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The offer
information is here to help you compare against other offers. As soon as it is part of our program, we
will have a direct link to the product page here.ComboSaver locks are built to exacting engineering
standards. Kensington combination locks provide 10,000 possible combinations. A reset key is
conveniently tethered to the cable so its there when you want to use it. Special attention has also
been made to ensure that the combination dials are easy to read, positioned for ease of use and
durable. Register your 4 digit combination code with us online. With the help of your password, you
will be able to recall your stored combination code. Just remember to update your code registration
should you ever reset your combination code.The Tbar provides a tight fit with the Kensington
Security Slot. A rubber bumper ensures a snug fit between the lock and the security slot and
protects your hardware.All laptop locks are not the same; locks differ based on lock.The Tbar
provides a tight fit with the Kensington Security Slot. A rubber bumper ensures a snug fit between
the lock and the security slot and protects your hardware. All laptop locks are not the same; locks



differ based on lock technology used, the ease of use and the level of security provided. ComboSaver
locks are built to exacting engineering standards. Kensington combination locks provide 10,000
possible combinations.

A reset key is conveniently tethered to the cable so its there when you want to use it. Special
attention has also been made to ensure that the combination dials are easy to read, positioned for
ease of use and durable. Register your 4 digit combination code with us online. With the help of your
password, you will be able to recall your stored combination code. Just remember to update your
code registration should you ever reset your combination code. Our business is protecting
you.Example threshold 120.00The Tbar provides a tight fit with the Kensington Security Slot. A
rubber bumper ensures a snug fit between the lock and the security slot and protects your
hardware. All laptop locks are not the same; locks differ based on lock technology used, the ease of
use and the level of security provided. ComboSaver locks are built to exacting engineering
standards. Kensington combination locks provide 10,000 possible combinations. A reset key is
conveniently tethered to the cable so its there when you want to use it. Special attention has also
been made to ensure that the combination dials are easy to read, positioned for ease of use and
durable. Register your 4 digit combination code with us online. With the help of your password, you
will be able to recall your stored combination code. Just remember to update your code registration
should you ever reset your combination code. Our business is protecting you.The Tbar provides a
tight fit with the Kensington Security Slot. A rubber bumper ensures a snug fit between the lock and
the security slot and protects your hardware. All laptop locks are not the same; locks differ based on
lock technology used, the ease of use and the level of security provided. ComboSaver locks are built
to exacting engineering standards. Kensington combination locks provide 10,000 possible
combinations. A reset key is conveniently tethered to the cable so its there when you want to use it.

Special attention has also been made to ensure that the combination dials are easy to read,
positioned for ease of use and durable. Register your 4 digit combination code with us online. With
the help of your password, you will be able to recall your stored combination code. Just remember to
update your code registration should you ever reset your combination code. Our business is
protecting you.How long will it take and how much will it cost The price displayed for the product on
PriceCheck is sourced directly from the merchant. The price of the product can be seen on
PriceCheck.Our listed shops offer various methods of payments which are displayed on their
websites. We only partner with reputable online stores, so think trust, think reliability and think the
best possible prices.We are pleased to offerThe delivery time is a combination of the merchants
processing time and the 15 days allocatedYes, delivery can be arranged as shops offer various
delivery methods. All of our shops use the South African Post Office or reputable couriers to deliver
goods. Unfortunately, PriceCheck can not clarify how long delivery will take, or how much delivery
costs. However, some shops do display an estimated delivery time andWe do not source products.
Our platform features offers from merchants who have signed up with PriceCheck. You are welcome
to search for the product on our website and make contact with any of the merchants featured on
PriceCheck for more information regarding their offers.PriceCheck is a discovery and comparison
platform. We are not able to clarify on stock availability as this information is not provided to us by
the merchant. You are welcome to contact the merchant directly for clarity.Unfortunately
PriceCheck does not provide quotes. For a formal quotation make contact with any of the merchants
selling the product.We are not able to verify whether discounts are available when purchasing in
bulk as we do not sell directly.

We advise you to also confirm stock availability with the merchant before bulk purchasing and
whether a discount will be granted.ContactDetails Centre Up Directory Be prepared for great deals!
Please try again.Please try again.Learn more here In order to navigate out of this carousel please
use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out



of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Installation 1. Make the
steel rope fixed on the fixed content, lock body wear out from the noose when using. 2. The laptop
lock original password as 0000. Reset new password 3. Pull open the lock ring, insert the lock to the
computer lock hole and push the locking ring. 4. Strumm password and your computer is safely
locked. 5. Presented with different sizes of gaskets Gasket is optional accessories, when the gap
between the lock head and the computer keyhole is too large, you can choose the appropriate
thickness gasket. 12 Months Warranty For any questions, please contact us at first, and we will
provide a satisfy solution for you within 24 hours. Package including 1 x Cable lock 1 x Manual 3 x
SpacersIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star,
we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and
if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please
try again later. Kay 4.0 out of 5 stars. MORE INFO Due to increased demand for parcel deliveries, it
may take longer than normal to receive your order. CLICK HERE for more information. There are a
wide range of benefits by registering an account with OfficeMax.

Register Now By registering you are agreeing to our Terms and Conditions and our Privacy Policy.
Pushbutton design offers onehanded operation for easy installation. Highstrength lock head resists
tampering for added security. Fourwheel combination creates more than 10,000 possible
combinations. Web registration allows easy administration and recovery of combinations. The item
will ship within the timeframe shown below.The pushbutton design offers onehanded. The lock has a
4wheel numberYou could be the first!Already own it Create a free listing and pay just 9%
commission when it sells!Well do our best to beat it.Interest free, with no additional fees if you pay
on.
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